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A systematic study of the behaviour of " plate wit h i' sur face crack is Ci\r rjl'd
out usi ng the finite element method. Static, stea dy state, resonant and t ran sit'll l
responses of the cracked plate are examined . Strain, displa cement and al'O:clcralio ll
responses without / with the creek arc computed . Modal analysis is performed to
determine the natural frequencies, mode shape>! a nd lllr a;n/tlispiaccllwnl (r(,II'"'lley
resp onse functions. Freque ncy respo nse fuudions witholll/wi~h ti ll' crac k aT(' cern-
puted . Strain m od e shapes, as well as disp lacement mode shapca, arc olJla ill(xl. TIll'
di fference of the st rain mode shapes bet ween the uncracked plate 1\111\ tho I'T;wkl'(l
plate is ca lculated. Each of the pa rameters mentioned above is examined to det er-
mi ne the sensitivity of this pa rameter to t he crack th a t occu rs i ll t ill! !Ilrudurc'.
By using all the methods of ana lysis me ntioned above, and com paring the S'~Il'
sitlvity of different parameters to cracking, it is found th a t th e su rface cra ck in the
structure will affect most of the dy namic characteristics such as stfllin/stress field
ar ound the crack , natu ral frequ encies of tile structure, amplitude s or t he r,!slmlls,!
and mode sha pes. Some of t he most sens itive pa ram ete rs are t ile d jfferencc of ti ll!
st rai n mode shap es and the local strain frequency response functi on s. By monitoring
t he cha nges in the local strain frequency response functi ons and d ifference of st ra in
mode shapes, the location and severity oC the crack th at occurs in the structure can
he determined. Based on tnese resulh , suit able procedures Cor detect ing the crack
in reAl structures arc suuested.
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Structurce under repeate d regular / irregular load ings inevitably develop cracks. For
inst ance, offsho re structure s arc subjected to repe ated loadings due to ocean waves
which impose a. large number of cyclic st resses; under these varying cyclic stresses
fatigue cracks de velop at critical welded junction s DCoffshore structures . Therefore
the prediction, detect ion and monitoring of cracks in str uctur es ha ve been the sub -
jed of intensive invest igations d uring recent years. Us import ance is shown in the
strict guidelines enforced on the design of struct ures and structu ra l components, as
well as on the maintenance and repair carried out on in-situ structures for maxi-
mum effectiveness at mi nimum cost. Many theoretic al and experim ental stud ies of
the behaviour of struc tures with cracks have been carried out to develop a feasible
methodo logy. T housands of theoretical and expe rimenta l studies have been carried
out in the a llied are a of fract ure mechanics. r..Ieanwhil e , many t echniqu es have b een
dev eloped t o quant ify cra.cki ng in st.r uetures , such as ecoustj c emissio n, mag n clic
pa rticle inspect ion, a lt ernati ng / direct curren t fieldm e asurement, eddy carrcnt , ul-
trescnlcs an d moda l testing.
In recen t years, Non-Dest.ruetlve Evaluation (NOE) has gained a g reater a.ll en·
tion for mo n itoring and de t ect ing crack! developed in opera ti ng st ruct ures, and
several tech niques h ave been developed, as mentioned before, Each o f t hese m oth-
ode has its o wn adva ntages a nd disadvantages . New t e chniques are be ing developed
to meet the n ew requ irement of stru ct ures in more an d more severe en vironme n ts.
Among these newly em erging techniques , the p rocedur e for mo d al analysis iLll t.! tesl·
ing is being ex plore d by many reeeae chers to delermine whet her i ~ can he uscd 1\.1
an e fficient t e chniqu e , especially if t he modal s trains around the critica l zones co uld
be monito re d . Earli er studie s on modal analysis proved to be ineffecti ve since t he
researchers considered only t he Irequen ey shifts and thes e shifts could be caused b y a
num ber or fa ctors suc h IU cra ck ingan d damage, erosion and st re ngth de gradat ion of
the foundation, addition orextr aneou s mMSto tht!su b/supt!r s t ructure , etc. Re cent
stud ies in modal ana lysis has been focussed on the to tal dynam ic behaviour.
The phys ical proper tiea of any st r ucture c a.n be ex presse-t in term of its mNl~ ,
stiffness and damping. Any damage th at occu rs in the st ructu r e will ca.use chan gcs
in t he ses phy alcal properties; an d these changes will be reflected in the ch anKcof t he
dy namic characteristics of the structure, such as natural frequencies, mode shapes,
displacements, straiJls/sl resscs, and damping. This study invest igates the sensitiv -
ities of the dynamic characteri stics of any structure to crack development so as to
develop a ne w tec h nique to monitor and de te ct crac ks or da mages in structures,
especially in olrshore /onshore structures . As an initial study in this area of crack
llct ection and pred iction for small cracks usi ng moda l analysis, the scope of this
stu dy is to determ ine the change in the dynamic charac teris t ics and modal pa rem-
etcrs of a plate with a surface crack. lIow do t hese parameters change as the de pth
of the crack increases ? Different modes of response he....e been exami ned to relate
the global and local changes shown I\S a consequenc e of cracking. Sta tic, steady
stat e, resouant nnd t ransient (dyna mic) TeSpOIlSC\l have been considered as a small
cru ck increas es in depth due to stress cycling . Grea te r emphasis has been laid on
1I11! examina tion of strain frequency response funct ions (FRFs ) and st rain mo dal
sha pes, which arc ind ependent to t he amplitu de of ap plied forces , and give a better
and more sensitive indication of the location and seve rity or th e crack.
T ile sub ject ma tter of t he above study is developed fur t her in this thes is as
mentioned below.. v iz .•
l , Litera t urereview ofear lier studies on damage de t ection, and the latest method-
ology of exam ining th e modal stra in developm e nt are giv en in Chapte r 2.
2. The static analysis of the structure using finite clement analysis is deta iled ill
Chapter 3. Strain, displacement and rotatio n developed around a location,
wherein the possibility {orcracking exist s, is investigate d in deta il for the case
of a stru cture without /with the crack t.o deter mine the limits of changes that
could occur in these parameters.
3. The fourth chapte r deals with the steady state analysis of a st ruct ure with-
out /with a crack. Frequency response functi ons of su rface st rains ncar the
crack, and the acceleration and displacement frequency response functions
away from th e crack are computed and compa red as the crack growl! t hrough
the thickness.
4. The resonant and the transient response analyses are detailed in Chapter 5 to
outline the modal information that could be obtained from these investigations
to ident ify and localize cracking zones and extent of cracking. Power spectra l
response is a lso analyzed to determine the changes that occur d ue to cracking.
5. The salient conclusions from the above studies are summarized in Chapter 6
and possible areas for further detai led inveatlg atien arc alsoout lined.
Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1 Nondestructive Eval uation and Damage
Detection by M odal Analysis
The detection of crack! in components of structures in service is very essenti al
and important to cn,ure t he inte~rity of st ruct ures since th~ tTacks ten d to
propagate and caul!e ecdden {ailures which are usually very ecetly in term s of
huma.nlife and property damage, Ther efore nondestru ct ive evaluation (NDE)
techniques arc widely used fordamage detection. Scme cf the wen-known tech-
niques are acoust ic;emission, magneti c particl e inspection, alternating/di rect
current field measurement , eddy current and ultrasonics , Each of these tech-
niques has its own advantages and disadvantages. As pointed out hy Gome~ cl
al. (1990)the use of most of the well known NDE techniques may be incOll\'c,
nicnt in many situations due to the need for the invcetiget oe to have access to
the component under operating conditions. Therefore a new NOE technique
using the vibrat ional character istics of structu res via modal analysis has been
recently considered by many researchers.
Shahrivar et al. (1986) determined the natu ral frequency shifts ill an offshore
structure due to the presenceordamages in struct ural elements. Modal testing
of an offshoreframed plat form model, with grossly cracked str uctural members
(severed membe rs), was performed and a reduction in na!.ural frequencies and
increase in structural respo nses were reported.
Springer et al. (1990) reported that a boxbeam str ucture was built and tested
at t he Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) (or the purpose of evaluating the
ability of the modal test to detect the presence of struct ural faults in space
flight hardware. A finite element model of this st ructu re was also developed
and used to simu late the modal test results. T he results o( finite clement
analysis compared favourably with the test data. No further results were
presented in the paper .
Gomes and Silva (1990, 1991 and 1992) conducted a series of studies using
modal analysis for crack ident ificati on in simple st ructures. Modal tests of
cant ilever beams with fatiguc cracks at diffcrent locat ions for different crack
depths wert' performed. The intlucn ce of a lumped m ass, which was at tached
to the structure (to simulat e the end loads in struct u res), was also studied.
T he main modal parameters that were monitored were the nat ural frequencies
of the vibrating bea m. A series of nondimensional curv es and tables depicting
the changes in nat ural frequencies for various depths of the crack, location
of the crack, and t he lumped mass were presented. Use of t hese tables and
figures would lead to the iden tificat ion of the probab le depth and location of
the crack in any can t ilever beam.
Richardson and Ma nnen (1991) developed modal sens it ivity fu nctions for the
locat ion of structu ra l faults due to a change of mass, st iffness and/or damping
of str uctural components. Equ ations of motion consideri ng modes of vibration
and structu ral resp onse were given by:
IM ]{ X I')) + ICI{.t( .)) +IK ]{ X(t )) = (Fl' )) (2.1)
where 1M]is the mass matrix; [K]is t he stiffness matrix; and [e] is the damping
matri x.




(U)' IKJlUJ= (k)• • •,
(2.:1)
12..1)
where (m]",ri.' is th e dia gonal med al mans mat rix ; IkJ.......1 i ~ the diAgollal
modal st iffness m atrix; [eJ.... ,..' is the diagonal modal IIAmping matrix, :UIIIIUI
is the modal disp lacement matrix.
T wo other relat ion ships whic h resul t from the orthogo nality condition, Are:
(2.5)
(2.6 )
and: lo1llI.do: = frequency and dampins of the uncracked st ructure.
If only stiffness chan ces occur in the st ructu re due to crackin&.then F"clns.
(2.4). (2.5) and (2. 6) become :
[U +dU)' [K +dKJ{lI+dU) =[k + dkl• •••, (2.7)
2du = ~ (2.9)
m,
where: n l ~ = "" l ~ + d1t
and : ""I~' dl~ = frequency and damping of th e cracked structure.
Scaling t he mode s hapes to get unity modal masses so tha t mt :: 1 {or all
modes Ik}, and su b t.eaetlng Eqn. (2.4) {rom Eqn. (2.7), the stiffncss sensitivity
equation can beobtained as :
(U. +dU.)'[dKJ{UddU,)+2{dU.)'[K!{U,)+{dU,jT[KJ{dU.) =w"'-,,,,'
(2.10)
For small srillness ch anges, where the fault is small e nough so that the mode
shapes don 't change substantially {i.e., dU. = 0), the stiffness sensitivity equa-
tion given in Eqn. (2.10) is simplified as:
(2.11)
Using Eqn. (2.10) or (2.11), when t he cha nge in natural frequency of kth
mode is known, t he correspondin g change in stiffnes s can be obtained, and
vice-versa. Normally cracks in the structure t end to re duce the stiffness of the
structu re. From Eqn. (2.10), a natural frequ ency red uct ion is predicted . For
mess and damping changes. similar sensitivity equation s were derived in their
paper.
Stubbe et al , (1990 ) also derived expressions for changes in m odal sti ffness in
terms of modal masses, modal damping, eigenfrequencies, eigenvectors, and
10
th eir respective changes .
Most researchers have stated that damages in structu res lend to reduce the
natural frequ encies; conseq uently knowing the changes in nature l Ircqucucics
it is possible to det ermine the extent of cracks or damages in a s truc ture . BuL
it is hard to determine the locat ion of the crack by this pro cedure since cracks
at two different locat ions, associated with certa in crack leng ths o r depths, may
cause the same amount of frequency shift at certai n mo des. However Hearn
et al. (1991) have pointed out in their paper th at the m agnitu d es of chengcs
for different natura l frequencies is a function of the seve rity and the locatlon
of flaws in the struct ure. T herefore ratios of changes in natllral frequencies,
normalized with respect to the largest frequency change, are inde pendent or
severity for small (Jaws and can serve to indicate the location of naw~ di-
reed y. The theory was based on the concept that a sin gle crack will alTccL
each vibration mode differentl y, having a strong affect on certa in modes and
a weak effect on ot hers. This dissimilarity of effect on various modes, since
it can be predicted, is the basi8 for tile identification of damaged members.
The procedure was stated as follows: Natu ral vibrat ion frequencies arc to he
measured per iodically. When changes in natural frequenci es arc observed, t he
set of ratios of changes are computed and compared wit h the va rious member
11
characterist ic ral io ensembles obtained from the equation:
(2.12)
where Llw; and LlwJ are the changes of the natural frequency of itb mode and
jt h mode. r()~pccl i vc1y, due to cracking. fN are the Nth member deformatio ns
and have t ile following rela tionship wit h displacement mode sha pe and 5 tj fFn~s
of t ile whole structure:
(2.13)
where rPi is th e ith displacemen t mode shape; M is the mass of the structur e;
K is the st illness of the whole st ructu re; and kN is the stiffness of Nth member .
The locat ion of the crack is determine d by selecting the member characteristic
ensem ble th at most closely match the observed ra tios of frequency changes.
Th is method can identify the location of cracked members of the structure.
Pan dy cl al. (1991) used changes in curv ature mo de shapes to determine
the location of t he damag e. T hey examined a cantil ever bea m and a simply
supported beam. Instead of displacement mode shapes , curvat ure mode shapes
were calcula ted. Absolute differences between the curva ture mode shapes for
the intact and the damaged beam were calculat ed. The lar gest differences
occu rred at the damaged point . The refore they stated that absolute differences
12
of the curvature mode shapes bet ween t he int act and th e damaged st ructures
could serve to ind icate the location of damage in the str ucture.
Rece r••ly a study concerning both the severi ty &lid location of the (ruk in
offshore str uctures wu carried out by Swamidu and Chen (1992). They
used strain gauges in the modal testing, monit oring both the gl.)bal and local
changes in frequency and ampli tude of strain freque ncy response functions.
Also they carr ied out a finite element analysis (or the modal response of the
struc ture and dete rmi ned t he frequency response [u nctions for disp laceme nts
and accelera tions. The results showed that local surface strain frequency re-
sponse funct ions were very sensit ive to t he presence of cracking in th e st ruct ure
and was st rongly recommended for the detectio n of crac.kin~ in slruclu res.
2.2 Strain Modal Tes ting
As pointed out in the previous paragraph , modal st rains are very sensit ive
to local damag e. Chen and Swamid.a..s (1992) conducted an experiment which
showed tha t the am plitude of the strain frequency response function ncar the
crack zone decreased considerably when the crack size increased. T hey re-
ported tha t in the main column of a tripod tower plaHorm model, with a
diamete r of 300 mm and a thickness of 3 mm , the amplitu de of the local
13
strai n FRF at the first resonant frequency decreased by more than 60 % when
t he crack became a throu gh crack, with a length of 90 mm (450 inclina tion ).
The y used acceleromete rs, linear variable displacement tran sducers (LVDT ),
and st ra in gauges in their exper iment. The y pro posed a procedur e to dete ct
crac ks in offshore st ructures: from the global sensors such as accelerometers
determ ine the natural frequency changes that occur in the structure . When
t here is a change in th e natural frequencies of th e structure, there is a pes -
sibi lity th at a crack has st arted to grow in th e stru ctu re. Then monit or t he
loca l sensors (st rain gauges app lied in the cri tica l areas of the st ructure) to
find out the location and magnitude of th e crack,
O. Bernasconi and D.J. Ewins (1989) have examined in detail the behaviour
of modal strain /stress fields. They defined "modal st rain" from the general
theory of solid elastodynamics. It is assumed tha t any displacement field for
the body may be expanded as a convergent series of mode shapes:
(2.14)
where C. = JvMIJ~.dV and e, is the rth mode shape.
For small displacements , the strain field can be defined as:
(2. 15)
where D is II. linear differential operator .
\. \
The modal st rain can then be defined as
<,=D(.,) (2.\6)
Using t his definition, the strain frequency response function is derived as:
(2.17)
where k is the excita tion point an d j is the response point .
Later on, they used this theory and applied the st rain modal test ing on real
stru ctures which included : (i) a discontinuous cant ilever beam . (ii) a curved
plate , and (ii i ) a steam turb ine b lade. The conclusion they reached in their
study was that the mass-normalized modal stra ins could be eithe r computed
using finit e elemen t method, u measured using st rain gauges.
Tsang ( 1990) pro posed a governing equation lor st rain response funct ion which
was obtained in a manne r similar to that used for determinin g a Met of str uc-
tural system matrices from experimental inertance measurements on a.vibrat -
ing struct ure. Using a form similar to the disp lacement response functio n,
viz"
(-w'IMI+ [KII {u ("' )) = (I(w))
he proposed using the following for m:




where [MJ an d \KJ arc mass and stiffness ma trices, respectiv ely, jG} an d [HI
arc defined all system mat rices for strain which did not have any physical
in ter pretation yet, «(w) is t he strain response funct ion and f(w) is th e forcing
funct ion used in the investigation. The proposed methodology was verified
using finite clement analysis theory and an algorithm to formul ate the system
matrices (01and [HI from experi mental str ain data was derived.
Li ct al. (lU8!)) also derived an expression for the strain transfe r funct ion.
Their deriva t ion was also from the vibration equat ion which was the same
as Equ. (2.1). Then based on the relationships between strain and displace-
ment , a theoret ical expression for the strain response was der ived. For one
dimensional problems, it has the form as follows:
(,I ~ WIIAr'['J(F) =[H'J(F ) (2.20)
where IH' ] is the force-strain transfer matrix or strain transfer function; (9]
the displacement mode shape matr ix. [¢<]the st rain mode shape matrix, and
[A] the trans fer function matrix for displacements. Using this theory, they
obt ained the strai n tra nsfer function of a plate and a beam from the stra in
gauge readings. Consecutively, they identified the modal parameters and the
displaceme nt and the strai n mode shapes. The displacement mode shape cb-
tnined by the strain transfe r function was compared with the displacement
16
mod e shape obta ined by using the accelerometers, and a good match WiLS
found.
In the study cited earlier Pandy et al. (1991) had used changes in curvature
mode shapes to determ ine the location of the damage; since the curvature i!
proportional to the surface strain, the st rain mode shape would as well give a
simila r information on the damage that occurs in the str uctu re.
2.3 Miscellaneous
Besides the lite rature reviewed above, many other researcher! have carried
out studies on the behaviour of struct ure with cracks. Collins ct al. (1992)
stud ied t he free and forced longitudin al vibrations of 11.cantilever bar with a
crack, and the effect of the crack locatio n and compliance on the fundamental
n lltura l frequ encies was determined . Rajah et aI. (1991) examined the vibra-
tio nal characteristics of cracked shafts , derived relat ionships between the crack
dept h and location on the shaft to changes in the liul few natu rl\.1frequencies.
Collins et al. (1991) reported the response of II. rotating 'I'imoehcnko eheft with
a single tra nsverse crack under axial impulses. The relationships bet ween the
maximum displaceme nt and the crack depth was presented. Chondros et al.
(1989) studied the change in t he natural frequencie s and modes of vibration or
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the str ucture wit h .. given geomet ry of a crack. Earlier Chondros et al. (1980)
hi d investigated the relat ionships between the change in natu ral frequenc y
or vibrat ion of .. cant ilever beam and th e cruk depth t hat occu rred at the
welded junctions. Besides these many othe r researchers have carried out st ud-
ies on frequency changes that occur in st ructures using conventional vibration
studies. Most of t hese stud ies considered only t he frequency shifts tha t occur
due to the existence and growth in crack depth and width ; and mos t of these
studies were on gross cracking in members such all severing of members, etc .
2.4 Summary
Earlier stu dies which have been reviewed ab ove have investi gated the be-
haviour of cracked structures in a global senile. Moet of these studies have
examined t he change in natural frequencies of the crecked struct ure. Some
have studied the change in the curvature mode shapes and the maximum dis-
placement. The .ize or the crack considered in these .tu dies is relatively larg e.
The use of st rain moda l analysis and testing, for the detection of crack, in
the structure , is .... relati vely new concept and very few st udies have been re-
porled so far using this technique. The st udy present ed in tb is thesis is focused
on a small crack and t he consequent changes that occur in the st ructural re-
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spouse . Besides the natural frequencies, diaplaccmcnta. modal displacemen t
&ITlp litudes and displace ment mode shapes which have been examined in t he
earlier studies . other pa rameters such all str&in amplitudes, modal st rains And
strai n mode sh apes Arc examined . Local para meters. .... well u glohal parame-
ters, have been exa mined to monito r the changes that occur during the llfowth
in crack depth.
Chapter 3
Static Analysis of a Plate with
a Surface Crack
3.1 Finite Element Modelling
In order to have a better unden tan ding:of the behaviour of stru ctures with
surface cracks, a finite element model or a simple centilever plate , with a
surface crack . Wall invest igated in this thesis; the plate Wa.!I fixed at one end,
and {tee at all other three edges. Fig. 3.1 shews the geometri c dimension of
the plate and the location of the surface crack. The choice of th is boundary
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Figure 3.2: Finite element mesh or the plate
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which willbe carried out in t he ncar future on a similar plate . The material
of the plate is steel with a thickness of 9.525 mm, Young', modulus E =
20h : IO' N/ m1 , mus density p ::::; 7860kg/m 3 , And Poisson's rat io Il = 0.29.
The coordina te system is shown in Fig. 3.2, with the x-axis a long the long
side of the plate, and the y-axis along the short side. The finite element mesh
is also shown in Fig. 3.2. In order to get better resulll Arou nd the crack.
a filler mesh was int roduced around the crack area. The general purp ose
finite clement compu ter software ABAQUSwas used to carry out the finite
clement analy sis. Quadri latera l shell elements with 8 nodes and a 2x2 reduced
inte gration. a nd 6 node s line spring elements were used. The surface crack wu
simulated by t he line spring elements. In this part o( th e stud y, the cant ilever
plate is ana lyzed Cor its stalic response to ident ify pAtterns for nondestructive
evaluat ion.
3.1.1 Basic Finite El ement Equations
In finite clement analysis, t he displacement a.t any point LJ given by:
u~u =E NieJ; = Nat (3.1)
where N, t he shape (unction matr ix, is dependent on th e position of the node
in the xy-plane a nd 0- is a list of nodal displacements.
With displacements known at all points the strain at any point can he ,!dl'r·
mined as:




where S is a suitable linear operator.
Then for the general linear clastic behaviour, the stresses can be determined
(:1·' 1
where D is an elasticity matrix contain ing the appropriate materi al properties;
£0 is the initial st rain and (To is the initial stress.
From the principle of virtual displacements, the following approximate equi-
librium equat ions can he obtained:
Ka+1 =T
Kij = JvB? DBjdV
(:1.6)
p .7)
where K is the stiffness matrix ; r is the external concent rated nodal forcesi
and f represents forces due to body forces, surface forces, initial st rain, and
initia l stress (Zienkiewicz and Taylor, 1989).
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3.1.2 Sh e ll Elem ent
The clement type used in this stu dy is S8R, with 8 nodes; it is a doubly
curved shell element . lt has a 3)(3 middle surface integration for mass, body
forces and surface pressure calculation and a 2x2 integration {or constitutive
calculation and output. Five integrati on points are chosen th rough the shell
thic kness. They arc located from the bottom to the top surface or the shell,
wit h equal distances between two adjacent points (Hibbitt et al. 's ABAQUS
manuals, 1!.l89). The strain and st ress could be output at any of these five
points through the shell t hickness. In this st udy, surface strain s are focused
on to compare the measurements from strain gauges. There fore, only the
surface st rain values arc chosen for the output .
For dlaplaccmcnt out put , S8R type shel1elemen t cl ABAQUS can only out-
put nodal displacements at th e reference surface, which is the middle of the
shell sect ion (if the t hickness is equal throughout the whole model, which
is t he situat ion Icr t he problem considered in this study). But in prac t ical
measurements, it is impossible to measure th e displacements at the middle
surface. Since this st udy is t rying to develop a technique to dete ct cracking
in st ructures, and under pract ical situatio ns, only surface displacements could
be measured , only the surface displacements should be calculated and outpu t .
.n
The ABAQUS shell element formulation is based on the Kirchhoffconstraint
assumptions of the "thin" shell theory. The constrai nts require a material line,
that is originally normal to the shell's reference surface, to remain normal to
that surface throughout the deformation state. So the surface {lisplal'cmClll is
equal to the displacement at reference surface plus the corresponding rotat ion
multiplied by the thickness of the shell section.
(:1.81
where U."r is the displacement III the surface of the plate , U r .j is the displace...
ment at the reference surface, 4J is the rota tion at the reference surface, and
TH is the thickness of the plate.
When the displacement at reference surface is very small (it is equal to aero in
pure bending) in comparison to the rotation times the thickness of the plate ,
then the first term on the right hand side of the Eqn. (3.8) can he ignored.
T he surface displacement can be calculated by:
(:l.9)
3.1.3 Line Spring E le me nt
Line spring elements provide a computationally inexpensive tool for the mod-
elling of surface cracks in plates and shells. The basic concept was first pro-
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posed by Rice (1972) and h4S been furthe r discussed by Park s and White
(1982). The "llne sprins" is iI. series of one-dimensional finite elements placed
iILlons: t he part-t hrous:h flaw, which allows local flexibilit y of one side of t he
fla.w with respect to the othe r ( point A and B in f ig_3.3.). This local fiexibil-
ily is calcu lated from existing solutions for single ed ge notch specim ens under
plane strain conditions (by mean s of fracture mechanics) ( Fi g. 3.4). The
whole ap proach is computa tionally inexpen sive in comparison to full th ree-
dimensional models of the vicinity of the flaw. It is also pointed out in the
AIlAQU S manual that t he practical experience with this method on typical
geomet ries has shown tha t, for several imp ortant geometries, th e method pro-
vides acceptable accuracy. The maj or approximAtion occurs in the vicinity of
the flaw as it penet rates Itosurface, if the resulte are compar ed with the results
of a full t hree-dimensional mode l. Since t his study wu to develop a pr actical
method to deled cr. ckins in st ructures, end in the act ual application, it is
impossib le lo app ly sensors (st rain gauges) very close to the crack, t herefore
the output values w~ lich are not in the vicinity of th e crack, would be better
represented by results from the model using the line spring element s. The
geomet ric profile of the surface crack is ta ken to be a semi-elliptical one, U
shown in Fig. 3. ~.
In this study, th e depth of the crack means the maximum crack dep th in the
Figure3.3: Line spring modelling
Figure3.4: Line spring compliance calibration model
ze
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Figure 3.5; Geometric profile of the surface crack
middle of the crack. The surface length of the crack to be sensed is taken as
40 m m. The depth oCthe crack varies from zero to 6.667 mm (70% of the
thickness of the plate). The increment of the change of the crack dept h is
taken as 5% of the thickness.
2S
3.2 Ana lysis and Results
3.2 .1 Sur face St rain/S tress
A concentrated vertical load was applied at the centre of the free (."1111 of the
plate. The location of the crack, as could be noted from Figs. 3.1 and 3.2, is
close to the fixed end. Therefore, the concentrated load willnot have a local
effect on the st rain/s tress field around the crack. In the followingdiscussions
the cracked plate means that the plate has a maximum crack depth of 6.667
mm and a surface crack length of 10 mm. The applied load was 500 N.
Figs. 3.6 and 3.7 show the contours of the normalstress t1z of the plate witll·
out /w ith the surface crack. A heavy st ress concentration is observed around
the two ends of the crack; while away from the crack, there is almost n:>dil-
Ierence for the stress of the plate with and without the crack. It shows that
the use of line spring elements for simu lating a surface crack is successful in
showing the actual stress variation around the crack zona.
In this study, a major concern is the nature of surface st rains which could he
measured by strain gauges in the real structure. Since the concentrated load
is applied vertically at the free end, the bending stresses/strains rlz/ !z are
dominant . The largest values or the st resses/st rains OCCU f along the x-exis.
Uni t : Njm J
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Figure 3.6: Contours 01the normal stress d r without a surface crack
.'1" ::'::....1 " " n.nJ ' l . ' l E'OJ
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Unit : Nlm J
Figure 3.7: Contourl of the normal stre81 CTr with a surface crack
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Co nseque ntly e.., a t the su rface of t he plate . is calcu lat ed and compared,
Fi g. 3.8 shows the contours of the surface strain £.. w ithout th e surface crack,
and Fig. 3.9 shows the cont O UTS of t he same stra in co mponen t with t he surface
crack. The crack dep th is 6.667 m m, which is ;0% orthe thicknes s of the
p late . It can be o bserved t hat at th e tip o f the crack there are heavy strain
con centr ation areas; while at the midd le of the crack there arc some strain
release ar eas . It is also not iced tha t with th is crac k size and depth , a large
portion of area around the crack are affected; hence a strain gauge, loc ated at
a suitable d istance (around 16 mm ) away from the crack will be able to sense
t he presence of t he crack show ing a. change of 8.8% in strain (500 Table 3.1).
F ig. 3.10 shows t he decreese cl the normal ized st ra in levelas t he depth ult ho
surface crac k increases. The measur ement points are 1.6mm , 7.8mm and 15.8
mm away from the crack. It is obse rved tha t whcn the crack depth is equal t o
70% of t he thickness of the plate, t he strain level decre ases ar c Around 37.4% ,
20.9% and 8.8% fe.r the mcasuremen t points 1.6mm, 7.8 mm and 1.~. 8 mrn
away from th e crack, respect ively. T his shows that e ven when a crack is small,
i t is possible 10 ident ify th e crack in the st r uct ure using stat ic measurement s .
It must be emphas ized here that t he strain gau ge must be loc ated aro und the
shad ow region of t he crack to sense an appreciable lev el of strain cha nges due
to crack growth. It should also be pointed out lhat the st a tic mees u rcmenta
:1" :: '~ :,-"a • B ~ ~ E · 1l 5J .1 . 2 11:_0 4
~ . ~, 13E·1' 4
5 •• 2 : $ ~ E ·O.
1 .1 , ~ BE·O •
• • J. 'f - O·
~ • l , B ~ £·O .
10 • • 21E· 0 .
11 ' '5 13. - 0.
Unit : m/m
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Figure 3.8: Contours of the surface strain fr witho ut a su rface Crack
Unit : m(m
Figure 3.9: Contours orthe surface st rain e.. with a su rface crack
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Table 3.1: Stra in values (., for t he untracked and cracked plale around the cr<lCk
x coord(mm ) d is to the crack(mm) (.,(/H ) uncreckcd) (.,( u)(c racked) chauges t % )
15.4 47.1 .1."'1 5.20 ·1..11
32.8 29.7 ·1.94 ,1.79 :1. 11-1
46.7 15.8 4.66 ,1.25 s.su
5·1.7 7.80 ·1.'16 3.53 2D.!.!
60.9 1.60 ,1,41 2.76 :17.·1
67.2 4.70 -1.35 3.07 2!J..I
73A 10.9 4.31 3.71 13.!)
84.8 22.3 ·1.22 ·U 7 1.[8
100. 37.5 4.13 0\.1 8 . t.z t
120. 57.5 4,02 ·\.08 -I..I!I
156. 93,5 3.80 3.83 ·D.7!!
note: the origin of x-exia is at t he fixed end; x coordinat e for th e crack Xc :: fi2.5mlll.
Nmm"l i7.cdllr~jnle~ 1
~----,i'.:~~ ~_. _,----
-g ..•....~.j n: ~ .
~
:; 0.7S ..,Iidline: 1.6 mmawayf, oml be crnk
~ 0.7 d~<lH:d line: 7.8mm awayfrom the crack
~ 0.6.1 d~.hdol line: U,S mm away from lhe cruek
~ 0.6,;'.--;--;---,- ..--;- .-~
Cr~ck deplh
Figure 3.10: The normalized stra in level decrease as t he depth of the surface crack
increases
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are dependent on the amplitude of applied forces. In order to get a good and
reliable results from experimental measurements, the ap plied forces must be
large enough; also the applied forces must be t he same for the uncracked and
cracked structure .
3.2 .2 Out-of-plane and Surface Displacem ents
The largest d isplacement component of the plate with the vertical load at t he
end is the out -of-plane displacement Wi hence displacement w is studied first.
Figs. 3.11 and 3.12 show the displacement contours of w of the untracked and
cracked plates . It is observed that there is very littl e difference between these
two sets of contours; this indicates that the out-of- plane displacement is not
sensit ive to the presence of a small surface crack.
Correspond ing to the surface stra ins considered early, the in-plane surface
displacements u, at the surface of the plate. are determined. The in-plane
surface disp lacements u, with and without the surface crack, are calculated
and output. As mentio ned before, ABAQUS cannot compute the surface
displacements of shell elemen t direct ly. So Eqn. (3.8) or (3.9) is used. In th is
part icular case, th e displacemen t a t reference surface (which is the neutr al
axis) is almost zero; consequently Eqn. (3.9) is used. Since the t hickness
Unit : m
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Figure 3.11: Contours ordisplacement w of the un crackcd plate
Unit : m
Figure 3.12: Contours of displacement w of the cracked plate
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of the plate is a constant. the surface displacements a rc proportional to the
corresponding rotat ions at the reference surface; hence the contours ofro tat ion,
at the reference surface , tend to show the same pattern as the corresponding
surface displacement .
Figs. 3,13 and :1.14 give the contours of the rotation about the y-exla at the
reference surface without/with the surface crack (which are proport ional to
the surface displacem ent u and show the same pattern). The crack depth is
taken to be 70%of t.he thickness ci the plate. It is observ ed that t hereare some
increases in the x-axis surface d isplacements (given by th e rotat ional degree of
freedom of t he elemen t ) at t he center of the crack. In comparison to the surface
strai ns (shown in Figs. 3.8 and 3.9), the change in the surface displacement
field is small. Therefore for pract ical measurements, st rain measurements give
a better met hod for c rack det ect ion.
Fig. 3.15 shows the contours of the in-plane displacement u at the reference
surface due to the p resence of a crack. It is observed that the re are many
disp lacement contou rs around the crack; this is due to t he change of in-plane
disp lacements, after the surface crack was introduced. It should be pointed out
that these values are very small compared to the corresponding rotations at
the reference surface a nd the in-plane surface displacements. Moreover, even
though the middle p lane displacements u show quite a few interesting details
Un it: rad
Figure 3.13: Cont ours or the rotation <$ ~ without the crack
Un it : re d
Figure 3.14: Contours or the rota tion r/J v with the crack
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Unit : m
F igure 3.15: Contours of displacem ent u at the refere ncesurface for a cracked plate
in displacement variat ion, thi.~ cannot be sensed by an y sensing device; also
these values are very small.
3.3 Summary
Cracks occurring in a struct ure change the st ress/s t rain and displace ment
fields around the cracks. Among t hese changes a larg e decre ase of sur face
strain, within a cert ain area a round th e crack, has been observed in this study.
Therefore it is possible to app ly st rain gauges to real structures to detect




measurements and mod al ~l1l\l ysis arc carried out in the following chapters to
find out the best metho d foecrac k detection in real st ruct ures.
Chapter 4
Steady State Analysis of a
Plate with a Surface Crack
4 .1 Modal ana lysis a n d Frequency R espo n se
Function
4.1.1 Theor e t ica l Basis
The modal analysis deals with the metho d of determining the basic vibration
properties of a general linear struct ure. It is based 00. the concept tha t the
stru cture 's behaviour can he describe d by a set of vibration mode s: the mod al
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model. Th is model is de fined by a set of natural frequencies with ccrrcs pomling
vibrat ion mode shapes and modal damping factors.
For the typical theoretic al route to vibration ana l)'sis (by modal analysts], cue
begins with the description of the structure', physical characteristics , usuo\lIy
in terms of its mass, stiffness and damping properties . Then an al\a.t~·tic /ll
moda l anal ysis is performed, and the modal model is dete rmined. FiMlly, t he
response of the structu re to a given excitat ion is obtained.
The governing equat ions of vibration for the structure are expressed as:
jM]{X } +[C]{ X } + (KJ(X) = (F l')) (U )
where [M). ICJ and [K] are the mass , dampin g an d sti ffness matrices. rcspec-
tively, { X} is the displacement vector and F(t) is the applied time-dependent
force.
Applying Laplace transform to the equations:
L(IMIlX) + ICJ{.t} + IKIlX)) = L({Fl 'll} (' .2)
one obtain s:
([M!. '+ [C/. + K){Xl .ll = (F (. ))+([MI.+ ICIHX(O)) +IMIlXIOll ('.3)
IB I. )IlX(, )) = { F(. )) + (IMI. + [CJ){X(O)) + [M Il X(O)) I' " I
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Rearr angement of the above equation leads to
where (11(5)1 = [8-1("ll is called the tra nsfer function matrix.
For the homo geneous solut ion:
[B(,1I1X (,)} = 0
The chara cte ristic polynomia l equat ion is obt ained from :
(4.6)
(4.7)
Here th e Laplace var iable s = tj +jw
The roots of the characteristic equat ion (8i) are called eigenvalues. Substi-
tuting an eigenvalue into the equation of motion and solving for U yields the
associated eige nvector:
[B(, ;)){U ;} = (OJ (4.8)
where S i is t he eige nvalue and Ui is the associated eigenvector. Th e eigen value
.!Ii (or sometimes called complex natural frequency) bas two parts: (i) the
imaginary par t which gives the damped natura l frequency; (ii) the real part
which gives t he damping factor .
It can be shown that modal vectors are orthogonal with respect to one an-
othe r if they are weighted with respect to the stiffness matrix (KJ and mass
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matrix [1\I}. It can also be shown that mod al vectors are orthogonal to nile
another if they are weighted with respect to the damp ing matrix ICJ. when
the damping mat rix is propor tiona l to the mass mat rix and stilfness matr ix
(th e pro portionally damped systcm ).
Eqn . (4.1 ) can he writt en in th e modal space. T he transformation from
physica l space to modal space is given by
{X) .. , = 1U1.. , {p}
where :
{X}: displacement of the physical degrees of freedom .
{p}: displacement in modal spa ce.
n: nu mber of physical degrees of freedom.
m: number of modes evaluated .
Using Eq n. (4.9), Eqn. (4.1) can be writt en ll.!I:
(4.91
[MIIUHp) +[CIIUHP}+ [KIIUJ{p) . , {F(t)) (1.101
Pre -multi plying by [VIT , we get:
[UJ'IMJIUJ{p) +IUIT[CIIUJ{p} +IUIT[K Ilu]{p) = IUIT{F(I)} (1.111
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f or t he proportio nally da mped system, usinS the orthogonality prop ert ies of
the modal vecto rs '-'eightcd with respect to t he m ass, st iffness and da.mping
matrices , one can define the diagonal modal mass matrix as:
IMJ....,. , = IUJT(MIIUI
di&!onal modal damping mat rix as:
IC).M., =(UITICIIUI
diagonal moda l stiffness mat rix as:
WI••,..= IUITIKIIUI
and mod al force vector as:
(J'I. ..., = IUIT {F)
Rewrit ing Eqn, (4.1) u :
(M!••• (p} •• , +~• •• (Pl.+ [7i'J••• (p}... = {Ji'). (' .12)
O!l C can notice that eac h equati on is uncoupled Crom the other equation and
represents an indivi dua l modal response ortbe sys tem [Ewins, 1984).
4.1.2 Frequency Response Fu nctio n
From Eqn. (.1.5), if one assumes a zero initial condition, one obtains:
(1l ( )J =~
, (F(, )) (4.13)
--------_._----- - - - _.
I I
Let t he Fourier variable s = j"" , then we have:
(H( ' )J = {U(jw)}JW {F (jw)}
where [H (jw )] is called the Frequency Response Function (FRF)
(·1.1.1)
T he frequ ency response function has many forms in lerms ofi nput (excitation)
and outpu t (response). T he traditional forms include:
(a) receptance, in the form of (displacement)j( forcc), where displacement is
the out pu t .
(b) mob ility, in the form of (vclocity ){(force), where velocit y is the output .
(e) inerta nce, in the form of (acce[cration)!( (orce). where the acceleration is
the output .
In all cases, t he in put is the excita tion force.
Recently, the considerat ion of surface strain s has been int roduced into moda l
analysis. The st ra in frequency response function means the trans form func.
ticn between inpu t (the excitation force) and outp ut (t he strain level at a
certa in point) in frequency domain. The st rictly theo retical definit ion can be
found in the articles of Bernasconi and Ewina (1989), and Li (1989). III lh i ~
study, the strain FRFs are analyzed in the same manne r as the displeccmcnt
or accelera tion FRF s. An unit force is applied to the plate, then steady state
linear dynamic analysis is performed by a.!signing a specific range of frequen-
cies. The excit ing force will be vary ing within the range of the frequencies
considered in the study. The strain response, as well &S the dls ptacement and
acceleration respensea will he determined.in the frequency domaiu. Thus the
frequency response Iuncrions of strain, displacement , and acceleration are cb-
ta ined. The modal st rains are defined as the strains measured at the different
response points of the structu re, when the st ructu re is excited by a unit force
at a resonan t frequency.
4.2 Change of Modal Parameters Due t o the
Growth in Depth of t he Surface Crack
4.2.1 Global Changes of t he Modal Parameters
It is known tha t any crack or damage occurring in the structure willaffect the
physical proper ti~ of the structure. The changes in physical properties will
be shown by the changes in modal parameters. These modal paramete rs are
independent of the amplitude of applied forces. Earlier studies on cracking
of str uctures had focused only on the natural frequency changes. But these
changes of nat ural frequencies are very small, alt hough not impossible to men-
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Table 4.1: Frequenc y changes due to the growth of the depth of the surface crack
Crack depth D(mm) wl(Hz) W]( Hz) w3(Hz) w4(Hz) ws(Hzl (",'o( lIz) w7{lI z)
0 18.991 118.62 125.57 332.65 367.75 391.99 653.02
0.00048 18.989 118.62 125.57 332.64 367.75 3!H.97 653.01
0.00095 18.985 tlS.51 125.56 332.63 367.75 39 1.96 653.01
0.00140 18.979 118.59 125.56 332.62 367.74 391.9 5 65:1.01
0.00191 is.sn 118.57 125.55 332.61 367.74 391.9:1 653.0 1
0.00238 18.961 118.55 125.54 332.59 367.73 391.91 653.01
0.00286 18.951 118.52 125.54 332.58 367.73 391.89 653.01
0.00333 18.939 118.49 125.53 332.56 361.72 391 .88 653.01
0.00381 18.923 118.45 125.53 332.53 367.71 391.86 65:1.00
0.00429 18.915 118.43 125.53 332.52 367.70 391.85 653.00
0.00476 18.903 118.40 125.52 332.50 367.69 391.84 653.00
0.00523 18.890 118.37 125.52 332.48 367.68 391.83 65:1.00
0.00·571 18.880 118.35 125.52 3:12.46 367.67 391.83 653.00
0.00619 18.870 118.32 125.51 332.44 367.65 39l.S2 653.00
0.00667 18.862 lIS .3D 125.51 332.43 367.4 3 391.82 6.')3.00
iter. A certain amount of frequency shift would occur only when a large crack
has for med in the structure.
In thi s stu dy, na tura l frequencies of the plate arc determined th rough t he
eigenvalue extr action procedu re given by ABAQUS . The natural frequency
shifts d ue to the growth of the depth of the surface crack (each crack depth
increase constit utes a 5% change in crack dept h) are calcul ated and shown
in Table 4.1. It is observed that even for the largest crack depth change,
which occurs for the first mode, the frequ ency changes by less than 1%. Th e
corresponding sur face crack is 6.667 mm deep , 40 m m long : the plate is 6.~O
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mm long, 200 mm wide . and 9..52.5mm th ick.
The mode shapes correspond ing to these natura l frequencies are shown in Fig.
4.1 (uncreckcd plate ). It is observed that the first, second, fourth an d seventh
modes are bending modes; and the third and sixt h modes are torsion modes;
t he fift h mode is the transve rse mode.
T he analytical modal analysis is also carried out to determine the global
changes of modal parameters due to increase in crack depth . The frequency
range is chosen to vary from I to iOOHz, which includes the first seven resonant
frequencies. The accelerat ions and displacements ob tai ned at the free end, Iar
away from the surface crack. are chosen to represent the global parameters.
The acceleration FRFs and displace ment FRFs at the cent re of the free end are
calculated and plotted . In the modal an alysis, II. unit vertical excitation force
i~ applied to the corner of the free end of the plate. The response measure-
ments for the acceleration and displacement are ob tai ned at the cent re of the
free e nd. Therefo re, in th e frequ ency response functio ns, th e bendin g modes
will be dominan t while t he response corresponding to the tcesicn modes will
be small, and t he response corresponding to the transverse mode will be al-
most zero. Figs. 4.2 and 4.3 show the acceleration and displacement FRFs of
untr acked plate and the plate with the largest crack depth . In the calculat ion
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Figure 4.1: Mode . bapes of the uncracked plate
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Ampliludeo f ll!c acc.clclalionfRF a\ ll!eunlrcD fl hcfrcc cnd
I"
Frequency(Hz)
Figure -1 .2: Accelerat ion FRFs of uncrecked and cracked plates
Amplililde of thc dlsplacemcn' FRF 81!he entre ol lhe free end
IO I.-_~ ~
Solid ~nc: \IIl-cnckcd plalc;
Dn hcd 1illc'Qackcdp llllc.
700
Figure 4.3: Displacement fRFs of uncreck..d and cracked plates
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Table 4.2: Changes of the amplit ude of displacement and accclcratioll FRFs at
resonant frequencies at the centre of the Ircc end
lst mode 2nd mode 3rd mode n il mode
Ace. Ampl , (m/~ IN ) (un cracked) 19.229 15.617 l2.459 9.01495
Ace. Amp!. m /3l jN ) (cracked) 19.1S7 15.638 12.479 9.'148
Change %) 0.22 -0.11 -0.16 0,02
Dis. Ampl.{mm N) unc racked 1.3506 0.0281 0.0029 0.0006
Dis. AmpJ.(mm/ N) cra cked) 1.3660 0.0283 0.0029 0.0006
Chan e (%) ·1.1 1 -0.11 0.00 0.00
As could be seen from Figs. 4.2 and 4.3, it is observed that there is I\hno~t
no difference between t he two curves for cases of with and without th e crack.
Table 4.2 gives chan ges of th e ampli tude of displacement and acceleration
FRFs at each resonant frequency. T he largest amplitude change occurs at
the first resonant frequency of the displacement FRF, and the change le Ic.'ill
than 1.2%. Also as seen from Table 4.1, the largest frequency shift is less
than 1%. However from an earlier study on a more complex structu re (Chen
and Swamidas, 1992) with a. larger creek, it was observed t hat it was possible
to monitor the global changes from global sensors such as aceelcromcter e or
linear variab le displacement transdu cers. In t hat exper iment, a. 2% of natu ral
frequency shift was observed. From tha t exper imental investigat ion and othe r
sim ilar studies considered earlier (Chondros ct aI. 1980 and 1989, Collins ct
al. 1991 and 1992, Hanko et al. 1991, Gomes ct al. 1990 and 1991, and
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Guigne ct al. 1992), one can conclude th at it is possible to sense the cracking
in any st ructur e by observing t he changes in natu ral freq uencies that occur
in the global sensors. In the present study since the cracking is very small , a
shield ing of its presence occurs in t he overall vib ra tion resp onse; the st ruc t ure
vibrates in a global manner as if no crac k is present in it. Hence the chan ges
in the FRF' are very marginal.
Il has been staled by earlier researchers that damping rat ios of the st ructu re, at
different resonant freque ncies, change considerably due to cracking. Sanli t urk
ct a!' ( 1991) reported a theoret ical study of the damping produced by fat igue
cracks. The dam ping increase due to a fatigue crack in beam-like str uct ures
Wa9 predicted. A rubbing dampi ng model of energy dissipatio n was considered
in their stu dy. However, from t he earlie r experiment conducted in the Strengt h
Labora tory at Memorial University (Chen and Swamidas, 1992), the cha nge
of dampin g ratios did not always increase, but sometimes it also decreased.
It was concluded from t hat experiment that damping cha nges due to cra ck
growth needed more st udies owing to t he com plex mechani sm of damping
ill real st ructures. It was also shown that the othe r modal para meters such
as amplitudes and mode shape undergo changes due to crac king in st ruct ures.
Based on the fact mentione d above, a cons tant dam ping ratio 011%was chosen
for all resonant frequencies in t his study.
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Once the frequency shifts are observed from the global sensors, the next st ep
will he to determine where t he crack is located and how severe it 19. But for
th e determin at ion of the locat ion and severity of the crack t hat occurs in t ile
st ructu re, monitoring of th e global changes in the modal parameters such ;\.5
nat ural frequen ciesalone is not enough. Becau-o the same amount of frequency
shif t may be caused by cracks a t different locations having different depths or
lengt hs, one needs to have a procedure to determine the location and severity
of cracking. Hearn et al. (1991) proposed a meth od by comparing the ratio of
changes in natural frequen cies to the member characteri stic rat io ensembles,
However, this method is limite d to skeletal st ruct ures such as welded Craml's
or bridges , a nd only the damaged member or t he skelet al atructure can he
identified . From the litera tu res reviewed and t he experiment al study carried
out earlier at Memoria l Univers ity, it appears that the most sensit ive .~et of
modal parameters will he t he set of local modal parameters; and one of these
local parameters willbe th e strain level around th e crack and the nearby area.
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4.2 .2 Loc al Changes of t he Modal P arameter s
The crack in the structure willchange the dynamic prope rt ies of the structure.
This effect will be more significant ill the local area around the crack than in
any ot her area of the structure. Since modal paramete rs, whether at the
local or global level, represent the struct ural properties, monitoring of the
local changes of the modal parameters will give A mo re direct and significant
indicat ion of the creek occurring in the st ructure. In the classical moda l t heory,
moda l parameters norma lly mean natural frequencies, damping factors and
displacement mode shapes. Normally, these parameters have only a global
meaning. for example, the natural freque ncies usually mean the resonant
frequencies for the wholestructure.
Since strain modal testing has been used in this study, the local strain values
can also be designated as an important local parameter. When one observes
the strai n FRFs, the locations of the peaks indicate the resonant frequencies
of the structu re. These resonant frequencies willbe the same throughout the
structu re. The local effects will affect only the amplitudes of the peaks of the
strain FRF funct ions. The amplitude of t he strail1 FRFlI measured from a
local area c105e to the crack is different from the FRFs from any other area
in the structure. This local strain FRFs contain information of the par t icular
crack and can be utilized to indicate the locati on and severity of the crnrk,
The refore by performing st raiu modal analysis or test ing, record ing the stra in
FRFs in the local area at different t imes, or at different crack depths in an
analytical investigation and compar ing the new FRFs with previous ones. ;t
is possible to find out the location and severity of the crack in the struct ure.
Based on the method discussed above the strain response Iunctions of the plate.
w;.h and without crack, arc calculated . Steady st ate analysis is performed with
a harmonic excitation whose frequencies range from I to 700 II;.:, The rcapous c
is calculated in the frequency dcmeln, with a unit force input , and thus the
st rain frequency response functions arc obtained.
Three measurement points for stra in response outputs are chosen. The dis-
tan ce from the measurement points to the crack are 1.6 mm, 7.8 0111I iUI.1
15.8 mm, respectively. Figs. H , 4.5 and 4.6 show the strain FltFs for the
uncracked plate and for the plate with the largest crack depth (70% of till!
th ickness of the plate). Figs. 4.4, 01 .5, and 4.6 are the FRFs deter mined nt
dista nces of 1.6 mm, 7.8 mm and 15.8 mm away from the crack, respect ively.
Significant changes of the amplitude of the st rain FRFs arc observed. This
indicates that the local effect has a strong influence on the am plitude of tile
st rain FRFs. Table 4.3 gives the changes of the d.lllplitude of st rain FRFs at
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Figure 4.4: Strain FRFs, 1.6 rom a.wa.y from the crack
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Figure 4.5: Strain FRFs, 7.8 rom away from the crack
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Figure 4.6: Strain FRFs, 15.8 mm away from the crack
the surface crack, t he changes of the amplitu des of the st rain r HFs are 21.01/(1,
20.9% and 18.6% COf the first, second and third bending modes, respectively.
From the earlie r static analysis, the same crack depth at the same measure-
ment point caused a static strain decrease of 20.9%. lienee Crom the results
of the first th ree modal responses, there dose nol seem 10 be any Apprcciilhll!
difference between the results of static and dynamic strain gauge tcstiJl~. R,,-
suits from the measurement point 1-5.8 mm away from the crack. showchanges
of 9.25%,14.8% ,22.1 % and 36.3% for the first four bending modes, from the
results of modal analysis given in Table 4.3. The sta tic measurements given
earlier show a 8.8% change at this point . Therefore, strain modal test ing gives
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Table .;.--: . Changes of the a mplitude of strain FRFs
Dis. from the crack 1.6mm 7.8mm 15.8mm
Bending mode uncr . cr. % uncr. cr. % uncr . cr, %
ht ( /l(/N) 48.14 30.06 37.6 49.00 38.73 21.0 51.69 46.91 9.25
2nd (jJ€IN ) 4.819 2.951) 38.7 5.223 4.129 21.0 6.281 5.356 14.8
3rd fll<IN) 0.816 0.498 39.0 1.031 0.839 18.6 1.592 2.240 22.1
4th (p,< IN ) 0.004 0.004 0.0 0.130 0.128 1.54 00471 0.300 36.3
a bet ter indication of the crack occurring in t he st ructur e at this measurement
point.
h mus t also be observed from Figs. 4..1·4.6, that the changes in the stra in
levels of the FRF in the nonresonant regions due to cracking are appreciab le
as shown in Table 4.4. The changes at nonresonant points indicates changes
similar to the static values at the two points neare st to the crack , vie., at 1.6
mm and 7.8 m m away from the crack ; but at 15.8 mm away from the crack,
the changes a re once again much higher than the stat ic ones. Probably an
acoustic mode of crack detection during modal testing may be able to sense
these changes due to cracking better in the nonresonant regions.
Fig. 4.7 gives the waterfall plot of the strain FRF changes against the inc rease
in the depth of the crack for the first three bending modes. The modal strain
value is normali zed agains t the correspo nding peak modal strain FRF of un-
cracked plate . The measurement point is 7.8 mm away from the crack. It is
Table 4..1: Changes in amplitudes of st r uin FRFs at nonres onant points
Dis. away rom the crack Fteq. (Hz) 69.86 231.6 525.8
uncrackcd 2 .0·13ie-7 5.i2i lc·8 6..15i e·g
1.6rn m cracked 1.2578c-7 3..16S2c -8 ·1.0 I8:1c.g
chan...e( %) 38.45 39.H :n. 71
uncr ecked 2 .162Ic·7 6.52·tSc- 8 1.6219c·8
7.8mm cracked 1.700·lc·7 5.1·155c -8 lA-172e-8
change( %) 21.35 21.1·1 10.77
uncr acked 2A 81ge·7 8.5760e -8 '1.2 17:1c·08
15.8mm cracked 2.15 02c-7 6.9926c ·8 2's'100c·8
change (%) 13.36 18.'16 32.66
1.00
0.15
Figure 4.7: Waterfall plot of strain FRFs. 1.8 mm away from the crack
observed that a clear trend of decrease of the amplit ude of the strain FRFs
occurs as the surface crac k depth grows.
Whell ca reyiug ou t an analytical investigation, one knows where the crack i~
locAted; consequentlyone can state confidently where the local area is. But
in a real structure, the location of the crack is unknown and one needs to
det ermine where h is located from transducer measu rements. Fort unately,
for most of the st ructures, wecan expect the cracks to occur around certain
dcflned critical locations. These criti cal areas can be determ ined by an earlier
finite clement ana lysis ca rried out for the structura l response. For example,
in olfshore platforms, tho critical areas will be the highly stressed welded
j unctions of the structu re. Thus we can define a.certa in amount of these areas
as critica' " local" ar eas. Monitcrlng of the strain FRF s in the se crit ical "local"
a reas using strain gauges willgive a clear indication of the locat ion and severity
of cracks that occur in the structure.
Chapter 5
Resonant and Transient
Responses of The Plate With a
Surface Crack
5.1 Sinusoidal Excitat ion
5.1.1 T ime Hi story
The procedure used to calculate the time history of the plate .'Il1h jcd cd til "
sinusoidal or impulsive excitation is the modal superposit ion technique. A.'I
mentioned in the previous chapler the response of the st ructure can be ex-
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Pf(~SSCfl in terms of cigcnmodcs a nd the generalized moda l displace ment s of
the system. Only eigcnmodcs that arc d ose to the frequencies of interest are
required . III th is study, the first seven modes arc inclu ded in the modal su-
pcrpoaitiou. For the linear dynamic response of the struc ture , the inclusion of
seven modes arc considere d to give results which are accurate enoug h.
A sinusoidal excita t ion force with a constant frequency and amp litude is cho-
sen for the excitation; when t his frequency coincides with one of the nat ural
frequencies of the structu re, t he exci tat ion becomes a resonant one. The three
natural frequencie s corre sponding to t he first three bending modes are used
AS these resonant frequen cies at which the st ructure is excite d. Theo reticall y,
when excited at the na tu ral frequen cy, the st ructure will be resonan t at t his
frequency, and will have th e corresponding displacem ent mode sha pe; accord-
ing to tile definition of thc moda l str ain given in t he previous chap ter, the
normalized strain mode shape can also be obtained by calculating the corr e-
sponding strain values and normalizing them.
In order to obtai n t he be nding modal stra in shapes t he excita tion force is
appli ed at the centre of t he free end . The strai n meas urement points arc
located along the centre line of the plate . Th e stra in response ilt the centre
line of the plate i .S mm away from the crack, and t he displacement respo nse
at the Irce end, ate plotted in Figs.5.1-5.3 for the three resonant frequencies,
respectively. It can be observed Item these response curv es thnt there is an
oscillating phenomenon associated with the responses at t he second amI t hird
model responses. T he excitatio n frequencies were chosen as the cllrr l'spollliing
eigenvalues of t he uncracked or cracked plate given in Ta ble -1.1 , In spite of
the best drort made in th e numerical signal analysis proced ure. the oSI:ill i' l ing
behaviour persisted. Further discussions on this aspect e re made in till' TL I~ :'( 1
section .
Fig. 504 shows the strai n response of the uncrackcd and crack ed plate, when t ilt'
plate is excited at the first resonan t frequency (bending mo de). The measure-
ment point is ;.8 mm away from the crack. It is observed that the amplitude of
the st rain response decreases for the cracked plate from t ha t of the uncrnckcd
one, This behaviour is as expected since from the sta tic ana lysis, it i.~ IIread y
known that there willbe swain release in this area as the cra ck grows ill /lep t ll.
Since the response is direct ly rela ted to t he excitat ion force , any cha nge in tile
excitatio n force will affect the response. Therefore t he method which U ~f~ ti ll!
st rain response directly to detect cracking in the st ructure is less precise t han
the met hod using moda l analysis. because modal paramet er s are inde pende nt
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Figure 5.2: Displacement and st rain responses for the second resona nt excitation
frequen cy
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F igure 504: Strain responsesof the uncracked and cracked plate, at a point 7.8 mill
aw ay {rom the crack, for the first bending modal frequency
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5.1.2 P ower Sp ect rum
Fn.nl Fi~5..'i.J •."j.:I. it is observed that besides t he excitati on Ircqueney, the:
l"C!IPOI1"'~ ,:ulIsi~1 of other Ireq uencics which ca use an 05cilla ti ng behaviour
when the plate is cl\:cih..d at the second and third bending natural frequencies.
Th ill behaviour i.'ld ea.rly shown in the displacemen t responses of the figl " _'5
cited above. Figs. ·5.·5-·5.1 show the power spectrum of the responses given
in Figs. S. I..'i.:I, respectively, It is noticed that when the plate is excited at
the first nntur-al rr('(p l<.' lI c.~· , the responses occur only at that frequent) ': when
the pLlte i~ excited at t he second bending reecne nr frequency, t he responses
contai n CtlI11rihllt ions (rum both the first and second natu ral frequencies . bUI
the power for tI ll: second natu ral frequency is much higher than that for t he
first cue, when the plate is excited at th e th ird bending resonant frequency. t he
responses contai n contributions from th e first and second resonant frequencies
bcsiUl5 the excit at ion Ireccen cy, Once again t he power for the excitat ion
fTCfluency is higher t han others , It is belie ved that these phenomena are cau sed
by numerical errors in the computational procedures, The t ime increment s for
the ti me hislory calculation s arc 0.002633 sec, 0.0004215 sec, and 0,0003006
sec [or excita t ion M t he firsl. second an d third bending resonent frequencies,
respectively. In order to get t he steady st ate response of the stru cture, t he
time history must be calculated fur a cer tain lengt h of time. The liml' ,11Ir,lli"l1
used in th!s st udy for the tlrrcc excit ations arc 0.-173909sec, O .:! IO;l:!~.'j se,'.
and 0.163.126·1 sec. respecti \·c!y. \\ 'lum the exci tat ion [rcquctu-y is higl,. l llI'
t irncincrumcut runst bcs mali togll ilrillll l'ethc r,'sults withat·t'rt;lilla 'TlIr;,,·y.
Xloreove e the t ime require d for t he rl'SpOllSl' to reach t he slc<uly slillt' ,I", 's nul
cha nge much, This requireme nt causes d ifficult ies for th e computation or lilt'
time history for lht: high freque ncy excit atio n . when t he availilhll' fUlllplllt'r
disk storage space an d the CPU time arc limit ed. Hence t he t lme i ll fTl'm"II I, ~
and tim e dur a tions list ed abo ve. arc based on t he compromise or tIle ilccn r;lQ"
due to t he limi tatio n 0 11 the compute r disk sto rage space and t he CPU tiuu-,
It should be point ed out t hat t he frequency resolut ions in the puwcr sp,'dril
determinati on arc coarse beca use of t he limita tion in t he calculation o f rime
hist ories. For the first mode. the resolutio n is 2.1218 li z; wh i ll ~ thilt fur th e
seco nd and t hird mod e arc ,\.i·I.')O li z a nd 6.1152 li z, respcci lvcly, Thal will
explain why t he pea.ks in th..: powerspect ra arc no t located exac tly <It the rcso-
nant frequencies. But to draw th e power spect ral distri bution ant! to exam ine
the t rend of changes of the power spect rum as t he crack depth develops, these
resolu tions ar e good enough.
From the power spec t ra.lrespon ses, it is observed that for the st rain respons es,
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Figure 5.T: Po.....er spect rum or the responses when excited at t.o13
the plate is excited at the thi rd bending frequency.
As in the case of frequency response funct ions, t he power spect rum of the st rain
response will also show a large decrease in the amplitude of peaks Ol l resonant
frequencies when there is a crack ill t he struc t ure. The power spe ct rum of the
displacement response shows very littl e change due to t he crack, Figs, 5 ,$ ;11101
5,9 show the ch ange in power spect ra of the st rain and di ,p lact'lll tm1.rl's p,IIISI'S
due to the crack. T herefore th e power spect rum of t he local rcsonaru str ain
response can also serve <IS a n indicat or uf cracking occurring in thc str ucmro. lt
must be remember ed that in t his study, the excit at ion force ampli tude is .l lixe.l
value and does not cha nge t hroughout the whole duration ofan a lysis. Since tile
response is directly related to the amp litude of excitation , ditlcrent excitation
forces will show varying values of st ructural responses, In real structures, tile
excitation (applied) forces generally varies from t ime to time , So it would be
difficult to tell whet her t he changes in the power spect rum of the response
is caused by changes in ap plied forces or ca used by the presence of cracks.
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Figure 5.9: Power spect rum orthe displacement response, with/ without the crack
5.2 Strain Mode Sh apes
5.2 .1 Defini t ion and Me thod of Ext rac tion
The displacement mode shapes nrc obtai ned du ring the eigen value ext raction
process and are shown in chapter -I. Since the stra in mode shape is it relatively
new concept, the tech niques for its calculation ar c not well develop ed ill tht~
gene ra l purp ose compu te r software available in open ma rket. t\ BAQUS dOt ·~
not have t he op tion to do so. In this s tu dy, similar to the di spln ccn1Cnl mode
shape, the strain mode shape is defined all the surface strain response of the
struct ure when it vibrate s at a certain resonant frequency; t he surface strain
values of the st ruct ure ar~ normalized to a unit maxi mum value to obta in t he
strai n mode shapes.
In this st udy, only the lowest bending modes are considered; so only the surface
st rain values along the centre line of the plate arc required to he calculat ed to
get t he approximate bending st rain mode shapes. Fig. 5.10 show."! ti le three
str ain mode shJ\p'!1l correspo nding to th e first th ree bendin g modes.
S"' ...,....d"r"" ...... wr<t"" ". r~II .. I'<l'"r_
. _. __ .._-.._-~ ..-
Figure 5.10: First three bending strain mode shapes
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5.2.2 St rai n Mod e Shape Cha nges D ue to the Growth
of th e D epth of the C rack
Since local strain values arc very sensitive to the crack, str ain mode shal"'';
may also be very sensitive to the crack. Actually, it is shown to he n ;IC of 1I1l'
best method to find out the location antiseverity of the crack in the structure.
Fig. 5.11 shows the str ain mode shape changes for all the three bending 1ll,,, ll'S
as the dept h of the crack grows . It is clear hom these figllre~ that aruund
the crack there is a big drop in strain mode shape amplitud es for all the three
modes. As the depth of the clack increases, the drop become larger. IL is
obvious that this change in st rain mode shape can be used as a d ear illuicn(ur
of the location and severity of the crack in the structure.
All the st rain mode shapes here are normalized with respect to the largest
st rain amplit ude. We find that by plot ting the ditrcrcnces of t he normalized
st rain mode shapes, it is much easier to show the changes that occur, and to
ident ify the location of thecrack that occurs in the structure. Fig 5.12 giv{~ ti ll'!
differences of the normalized strain mode shapes between the uncreckcd and
cracked plat e (for the first three bending frequencies). It is obscrved th at for
all th e three modes, a large peak occurs at the position where the crack occurs.
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figur e 5.11: Strain mode shape changes due to increase in the depth or the crack
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Figure 5.12: Differences of the strain mode shape for the fin t three hending modes
peak in the difference of t he st rain mode shapes indicates t he posit ion of th e
crack, an d the ampli tude of these peaks can be used to Indicate the severity of
the creek. A higher amplitud e of the peak in the difference of t he str ain mode
shape ind icates a more severe creek that has occurred in the structure . For
the same crack, different modes will have different amplitudes of t he peak in
the difference of t he strain mode shape. If t he crack is d ose to the nodal point
of one mode, the amplitude of the peak correspondin g to that mode will be
small. From the st rain mode shapes shown in Fig. 5.10, it is observed for t he
t hird bendi ng mode that the crack is d ose to t he nodal point. Th erefore th e
changes in that str ain mode shape are small around the crack in comp arison to
the other two me 'es (Fig. 5.11); the amplit ude of t he peak in the difference of
the st rain mode shape is also small(Fig. 5.12}. Anothe r important obser vation
that can be made from Fig. 5.12 is that t he modal st rains unde rgo significant
Cll . ngL'S even at positions away from t he crack. Hence strain gauges tend to be
bet ter ind icators of cracking even at distances very far away from t he crack.
Th e comp lete procedure for detect ing creeks in the stru cture by monit oring of
the difference of th e strain mode sha pes can be summa rized as follows:
(a : Stra in modal analysis is performed and normalized strain mode shapes
arc calculated and stored.
so
(b) ,\(tCT a crack has occurred in the structure, the first step is repeated once
again.
(c) Compare the strain mode shapes obta ined in steps 1 and 2. Find the
difference and plot it . Thus the difference of the strai n Illude shapt'll is
obta ined.
(d) Find the peak in th:: difference of the strain mode shape. The location
of the peak lndlcatcr the posit ion of the crack, and the am plitu de of the
peak indicates the severity of the crack.
5.3 Im pulse Excitat ion
5.3 .1 Time History
An impulsive force is defined as a la rge force t hat acts for a very short duration
of t ime. Mathematically, it call be expressed in terms of the delta funct ion:
F = U {I). In the numerical analysis , th is "very short durati on of time" hil.~ 10
be given. In our case, it is chosen to be 0.0006 sec. As in the case of sinusoidal
excit atio n, this value Ie a compromise Ior considering the int erested frequency
range, the accur acy in descr ibing t he response, and ~i m i ls in t he computer disk
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Figure 5.13: Time history of the excitation force
Fig. 5.13. The met hod and procedure for the calculat ion IIf the time history
for the impulse excita.tion arc similar to the ones for the sinusoidal excitatlun.
The impulse excita tion force is applied at the centre of the Ircc end. When the
structure is under the impulse excitation, the structure will have two types of
responses; during the period of the impulse the ecructurc will respond under
the influence of the force; t hereafter, the st ructure will vibrat e freely with the
defined boundary conditions and the impart ed initial conditions at the ceaslng
of the impulsive force excitation. Th e responses will contain all thr natural
frequencies; and the fundamental frequencies will contain more power. III this
case, the first three bending modes will be the major frequency components in
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Ta ble .').J : Cha nges in t he displace ment and st rain responses
ume tsec 0.0380 0.0952 0.1480
st rai n (Ju J {i .S m m away (rom the crack .l
untracked 23.004 21.>16 15.3M
crack 18.435 17.2<1 0 12.879
chanl!;c (%) 19.9 20.0 15.9
d isplacement (mm) _( at the Irce end )
0.6099 0.4911 0.1603uncracked
cracked 0.6034 0.5123 0.4760
cha ngc l%) l.l -3.1 -3.4
tt le response s. Figs. 5. 14 and 5.15 show the displaceme nt response and strain
respons e of t he pla te will. and without the cra.ck. The measur ement point for
t he displa cement response is at t he free end of the plate . T he meas urement
point for the st rain response is at the centre line 7.8 mm away from t he crack.
Table 5.1 gives the displacement and st rain responses at 0.038 sec, 0.095 sec,
and 0.15 sec, for the uncreckcd and cracked plates.
Similar to t he previous stu dies. t he am plitude or the sh ain response for the
crack ed plate is smaller than for t he unerackcd plate , when the app lied forces
arc t he same. the cha nges are around 20.0%. The displacement response
changes arc very small (or the cracked an d unerecked plates.
F'igure 5. 1 ~: Displacement response under the impulse excitat ion
Figure 5.15: Strain response under the impulse excitation
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5.3.2 Power Spectrum
Figs. 5,16 and 5.17 show the power spect ra of Figs. 5.14 and 5.15, respec-
t ively. The frequency resolution for the power spect ra.is 5 Hz, The use d this
co.'u sc resolution is due to t he limit at ion in t he computer disk space and the
CIJH time. Although it will not give a very accurate estimation of th e power
spectrum. it will be enough for the understand ing of the trend and the power
distri bution in the frequency domain.
From Figs. 5.16 and 5.11, it is observed that the first peak (corresponding
to the first bending mode) is the largest; the second peak (corresponding to
the second blind ing mode) is smaller t han the first peak; and the third peak
(corresponding to the third bending mode) is smaller than the second line. It
indicate, tha t the power utilized for the fundamental mode vibration is larger
than that for the higher modes in the impulse excitat ion. It is also observed
I,hat there are significant decreases of the ampl itudes in the power spect rum
of the st rain response when the crack is int roduced; the power spectrum of
the displacement response has almost insignificant changes. It is similar to
the case of sinusoidal excitation and sta t ic behaviour. Again this method
has its limitation in the practical usage because the power spectrum is only
based on the response, and the responses would change when the amp litude
Po...,r'f"'mum o(1""J"pI3CC' '''''n11~'pM''l
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Figure 5.16: Power spectrum of the displacement response
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Figure 5.17: Power spect rum of the stra in response
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Table S.2; Changes in ampf itul ]es of the power spect rum of the strain response at
nourescnaru points. i .B IIway from t ile crack
Fr<~ lj u {,lI C} (liz,
uucracked
crac ked









of excitation ls changed. Anot her important fact to be observed is that the
st rain levels decrease considerahly fer th e cracke d st ructure in the regions away
from resonance as shown in Ta ble 5.2. Th is could be used to advantage in the
procedure using acoustic ink nsity meth ods for crack detection .
Chapter 6
Conclusion
When t here is a surface crack in the plate the physical propert ies, all well
as mod al prope rti es, of the plate change . From this study, we know Lilal
these changes in physical properties and modal propert ies Me reflected in the
91ress!strain fields around the crackin static case;and in theshifts of natural
frequencies, changes in t he freque ncy response funct ion and strain mode shapc~
in the dynamics cases. Further more, we find that local str ain frequency re-
sponse functions and stra in mode shapes, as well as static strain level in the se
areas, are the most sensit ive par ameters to the crack occurring in t he plat e.
Although the experimental set up for mod al testing is more complicated t han
the st at ic ones, it has t he advantage that t he modal parameters ar e indepen-
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1 11~llt of thu amplitud e of t he applied forces. xtcdal pa rameters ere obtained
when t t,c structure is unde r res onant condit ions, Th ere fore the applied force
omit! 1m slll aller than tha t in tbc st.atic measurement, when good and reliable
response outputs arc obtaine d. III the areas which arc not close to the crack,
mor!altt'st illg at high modes lila)' give larger changes in the ampl itu de of the
stra in F RFs lllllil changes from stati c measure ments.
Base.l till this syste matic study (If the mechan ical behaviour of the plate with
a sllrf,u'l' e-rurk. the following conclusions can be made:
(a) ~Io dil l ana lysis which monitor s t he modal par am eters such as natural
Ircqu cucics, mo de shapes , mod al displa cements and modal etra ina, can
he IIsl·fllt.' an efficient techn iq ue for crac k detec ti on.
(Il ) Cracks ill the structure will caus e the reduct ion of the nat ural frequen-
cics , which can be used as a global ind icat or of cracks occurr ing in the
struct ure; but it must be used cauliously since these changes are very
small.
(c) Performing t he strain modal analysis and focusing on the local strain
Frequency response function. is a sensitive and practic ally useful method
for de tecting and localizing th e surface cracks occu rring in a st ructure.
(loll From t he strain moda l analysis, the strai n mode shapes can be obtained .
the locat ion of the lar gest difference (peak) , the locat ion and t ho ,I,'pl h
of the crack can be dete rmined.
Although the stud y is only carried out for i\ rect angul ar plate , it is Iw!i,'\\ '\1
that the conclusions sla ted abcvo can he eX' ended to more COJllI)I('x srmnurcs.
Therefore, it is believed tha t modal testi ng can be used for cr;\I·k .ld .'dill11 in
real st ruc tur es. Firsl the ll;tt llril.] £n"IIll'nci(,!1should he me rritorcd. ThiN"1\11
be done by perform ing the modal testing with accele romet er:'!or .~tra i n l';1\Ug" N
which have bee n loca ted at any convenient posi tion of t ile structure. If t lll'n ' is
a reduct ion in natu ral freque ncies, cracks could have occurred in the slrnrlll tf'
(as mentioned ea rlier in C llllpl cr I , et her ceu scs such iLl! so il l.'wsi(lII JlWIIII<!
the base of t he structure, stren gth degradat ion of the foundalion soil, marin!'
fouling, incident al weight increases ill lhe plat form deck weight , etc., willalso
cause a sh ift in the frequency to occur; these caus es mu st beeliminated hd" rf!
using this procedure for crack detect ion).
For more accurate detection of the crack, it ls suggest ed t hM ~lr;l.ill Kllll!';I !S
be a tta ched to severa l crit ica l reference points where th e struc tural bcheviene
can be represented from earlier numerical analysis. The n t he suain mll,-jnl
testing should be perfo rmed and difference of the str ain mode shapes. lL'1 still,l!ll
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above he t llk ulalcd. Locatin g the largest difference bet ween the modal strain
rCSptmSl' til': pos ition of the cr eek ca ll he dete rmined .
For Ill ore c" rnplr ;.. st ruct ures. it would he difficul t to euecb st rain gauges all
aluug the st ruc tur e to gcllhtJ ..tr a in mode shapes. In th is case , it is suggested
that lhe sl fiLiI! gauges IJC 100;at ~.J in the cri tical areas. Th e st rain modal
t t'Slilig should be perfor med and the local strai n frequ ency response functions
ohla incl:. l-ind the largest drop in the amplitude of t he strai n frequency
response [unction, and t he loca t ion of the crack is de termined to be located
near rhc corresponding st ra in gauge.
In or der to get the st rain frequen cy response funct ion and strain mode shape s.
the nxciuui on force has to he measured. For th c case of single excit ation, it
is ea.~r to attach a force tra nsducer to record to the excitation force. For real
st ruct ures. in many cases the forces arc applied all along the str uctu re and
are continuo usly distr ibuted . For example, in offshore platforms , the forces
arc ,listrihuted along the dept h of t he structure under water . In these casc5,
multiple input out put technique s may be needed to get the frequency response
function in the prope r simulat ion for modal ana lysis. More studies are needed
ill these areas in t he fut ure.
Damping of the structure under the dynamic excitat ion is also a very impor-
~J I
tant param ete r in th e dctcrru inarion of IIll' str uct ural response. Thi s si lltly ,!i,l
not add ress the change in dampi ng as the crack depth grows. If the rclafiuu-
ship between the damping and crack depth and/or loca tion could he Ill,ti n '.l
theo retica lly or experimentally, it could also be used in t he dctcc riou or l"rilll s
in the st ructure. Therefore. exami nati on the damping changes III ,1I'rill'kin,!;
str ucture could also be investigated in future st udies.
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